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Definition

- Traffic tolerance
  - ability to avoid service failures
    - significant drop in carried load including congestion collapse
  - in the presence of traffic
    - beyond design specification of network
    - expected for normal operation
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Challenges: Legitimate Flash Crowd

• Flash crowd
  - legitimate traffic beyond expected for normal operation

• Occurs in response to a triggering event
  - disaster or significant news event
    • can overwhelm new Web sites
    • can overwhelm mobile telephone networks
  - publicity for an obscure Web site called slash-dotting
    • article on slashdot.org frequently brings down Web servers
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Challenges: Malicious DoS

- **DoS**: denial of service attack
  - injection of information or traffic
    - traffic competing with legitimate users
    - signalling messages that prevent normal access
    - jamming of RF signals
  - intended to deny access to a resource
    - reduce availability or cause total failure of a system
  - can frequently be traced to source
    - throttled or shut down
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Challenges: Malicious DDoS

- **DDoS**: distributed denial of service attack
  - distributed DoS
    - intended to deny access to a resource as with DoS
  - injection of traffic from *many* sources
    - far more difficult to shut down than single-source DoS
    - sufficiently sophisticated DDoS attack indistinguishable from legitimate traffic
Fault Tolerance

Relationship to Other Disciplines

- Trustworthiness
  - Dependability
    - reliability
    - maintainability
    - safety
  - availability
    - integrity
  - confidentiality
  - nonrepudiability
  - Security
    - audibility
    - authorisability
    - authenticity
  - Performability
    - QoS measures

- Robustness Complexity
- Challenge Tolerance
  - Survivability
    - many \( \land \) targeted failures
  - Disruption Tolerance
    - environmental delay
    - mobility
    - connectivity
    - energy
  - Fault Tolerance (few \( \land \) random)
  - Traffic Tolerance
    - legitimate flash crowd
    - attack DDoS

- Dependability
- Maintainability
- Safety
- Availability
- Integrity
- Confidentiality
- Nonrepudiability
- Audibility
- Authorisability
- Authenticity
- QoS Measures
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Attack Detection

• **Attack detection techniques**
  - attempt to distinguish malicious from legitimate traffic
  - cat-and-mouse game
    • as detection improves…
      …attackers become more sophisticated
  - sufficiently sophisticated DDoS attack
    indistinguishable from legitimate traffic
    • motivates need for mitigation techniques
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Mitigation Techniques

• Traffic mitigation
  - defend and remediate against traffic challenges
  - malicious (DDoS) and legitimate (e.g. flash crowds)

• Goals
  - protect target of traffic challenge (e.g. Web server)
  - isolate from other flows
Traffic Tolerance
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